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Abstract� In this paper� we present a methodology and a design tool
for communication synthesis in recon�gurable embedded systems� Using
our design tool� the designer can focus on the functional behavior of
the design and on the evaluation of di	erent mappings� All the low
level
details of the recon�gurable resource� e�g�� a multi
FPGA architecture�
are hidden� After the application�s tasks have been bound to FPGAs
and a multi
con�guration schedule has been generated� the communi

cation synthesis step provides the necessary interfaces between tasks�
Interface circuitry is automatically inserted to connect communicating
tasks� whether they are mapped onto the same or onto di	erent FPGAs�
This includes multiplexing several logical communication channels over
one physical channel� inserting routing tasks� and providing dedicated
interfaces that solve the problem of intercon�guration communication�

� Introduction

During the last years� recon�gurable computing has gained interest not only
as a potentially new paradigm for general�purpose computing but also for em�
bedded systems� Recon�gurable systems are often classi�ed according to their
recon�guration model into compile�time recon�guration �CTR� and run�time
recon�guration �RTR� �	
� In CTR� hardware compilation and recon�guration�
i�e�� downloading the design onto a recon�gurable device� are done at compile
time� In embedded systems� this recon�guration model is mainly used for rapid
prototyping� However� recon�gurable hardware can be a viable alternative to
ASICs for the �nal system implementation when the expected volume is rather
low and performance constraints are met� In RTR� the con�guration of the re�
con�gurable device is changed while the application is running� There are two
application scenarios for RTR in embedded systems� The �rst scenario are em�
bedded systems where frequent hardware updates are expected� e�g�� network
switches that may be recon�gured to support di�erent topologies �
� Usually
these systems operate in a time�critical execution mode and a not time�critical
update mode� The second scenario are embedded applications that are split into
time�exclusive parts� A recon�gurable resource is used to execute these parts se�
quentially� By this� cost can be signi�cantly reduced compared to an all�in�ASIC
or an all�in�FPGA solution ��
 ��
 ��
�



To develop system design tools for embedded recon�gurable systems� some
of the synthesis tasks have to be revisited� scheduling�binding and communica�
tion synthesis� For RTR systems� the scheduling�binding step must respect that
communicating hardware tasks can be grouped into several con�gurations that
are executed sequentially on the same resource� A recon�guration schedule has
to be found and a controller that initiates and controls recon�guration has to
be synthesized� This problem has already received some attention ��
 �
� The
second major issue is communication synthesis� Communication synthesis has
been attacked in several projects ��
 ��
� However� for embedded recon�gurable
systems the automatic generation of communication and interface circuitry leads
to new problems and is of utmost importance for the following reasons�

First� the manual interface construction formulti�FPGA systems is extremely
tedious� The designer is considered with all the low�level details� including the
number and positions of available I�O pins� I�O pins reserved for system signals�
and I�O pins connecting to other FPGAs and memories� If communicating tasks
are mapped onto di�erent FPGAs� the available number of wires connecting
the FPGAs may be insu�cient to implement all the required communication
channels� In this case� some form of multiplexing logical channels over physi�
cal wires must be used� Communicating tasks mapped onto FPGAs that are
not directly connected require the insertion of routing nodes� Second� a problem
unique to RTR systems is intercon�guration communication �	
� If two commu�
nicating tasks are executed sequentially� a means of transferring the data from
the sender task to the receiver task must be provided� Given a partially recon�g�
urable FPGA device� such as the Xilinx XC��xx� part of the FPGA area can be
reserved to implement a communication bu�er� In the case that the resources can
only be recon�gured globally� data has to be stored temporarily in an external
memory�

In this paper we present CORES�HASIS� a communication synthesis tool set
for embedded recon�gurable systems� Using this tool� the designer can focus on
the functional behavior of the design and on the evaluation of di�erent map�
pings� Interface circuitry is automatically inserted to connect communicating
tasks� whether they are mapped onto the same or onto di�erent FPGAs� This
includes multiplexing� routing� and dedicated interfaces that solve the problem of
intercon�guration communication by temporarily bu�ering data in the system�s
memories�

� Synthesis of Recon�gurable Systems

Generally� system synthesis starts from a speci�cation model and re�nes this
model iteratively until the implementation model is reached� The three tasks
that usually comprise system synthesis are allocation� binding� and scheduling�

The speci�cation model consists of three parts� a problem graph� an architec�
ture graph� and implementation constraints� The problem graph represents the
functional objects of the application� In our methodology� the problem graph is
a directed� acyclic graph with two kinds of nodes� tasks and queues� Tasks are



functional objects with an associated executable code�circuit that is stored in an
implementation library� Tasks read data from and write data to ports� The ports
are characterized by their bit width and use handshake signals to implement an
asynchronous communication protocol ��
� On termination� a task raises its done
�ag� Queues are bu�ers with FIFO semantics that connect two tasks� Directly
connected tasks denote unbu�ered communication� queues allow for bu�ering� A
queue has a size �width � depth� and an access mode �blocking� non�blocking��
Edges in the problem graph denote data �ow� The architecture graph has three
kind of nodes� FPGAs� memories� and buses� The edges of the architecture nodes
indicate the connections between FPGAs� memories� and buses� An allocation
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is a subset of the architecture graph� i�e�� a set of FPGAs� memories and buses
that is su�cient to implement the problem graph� A binding maps each object of
the problem graph �tasks� queues� onto some resource of the architecture graph�
The possible bindings are shown in Table � A binding induces also a mapping of
data �ow edges to paths in the architecture graph� A schedule assigns a starting
time to each task� In pure CTR systems� there exists only one con�guration for
each FPGA� All the speci�ed tasks and queues are loaded �con�gured� onto the
FPGA before the application starts� Tasks are active from beginning and can
be blocked by a read from a channel� if the required data is not yet available�
In RTR systems� each FPGA may undergo a sequence of con�gurations� A new
con�guration can be loaded� if all the tasks in the current con�guration have
completed� The individual done �ags from the tasks are combined to form the
con�guration�s done �ag� All the con�gurations� done �ags are collected by the
recon�guration controller� This function� usually located at the host� executes
the static recon�guration schedule�

Communication synthesis is a synthesis step that is applied after al�
location� binding� and scheduling� Our communication synthesis tool suite
CORES�HASIS expects as input a re�ned speci�cation graph� i�e�� allocation�
binding� and scheduling have already been done by either a system synthesis
tool or manually by the designer� The CORES�HASIS tool suite splits the re�
�ned problem graph into several smaller problem graphs� one for each resource
and con�guration� Then interface nodes and routing nodes are inserted� Inter�
faces nodes establish FPGA�to�FPGA and FPGA�to�memory communication
and multiplex several logical channels over a limited number of physically avail�
able wires� Routing nodes are required when two communicating objects are



mapped onto non�adjacent FPGAs� Interface� and routing nodes are bound to
FPGAs� as shown in Table �

� Communication Synthesis

Communication synthesis for recon�gurable systems deals with the connection
of tasks and queues bound to arbitrary FPGAs and memories in one or several
con�gurations� Fig�  presents a taxonomy of the di�erent communication types
for the basic task�queue�task system� In CTR systems� there is only on�o��chip
communication� On�chip communication is the simplest communication type
and occurs between tasks or tasks and queues� O��chip communication involves
two FPGAs or an FPGA and a memory� This communication type can induce
routing and multiplexing� In RTR systems� intercon�guration communication is
required�
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��� On�o��chip communication

For on� and o��chip communication� we leverage on our object�oriented hard�
ware�software codesign tool for communication synthesis� HASIS ��
 ��
� HASIS
copes with communication types � �� � and � in Fig� � The key components
of HASIS are con�gurable interface objects that generate dedicated VHDL in�
terface code� HASIS maintains a set of object templates which can be easily
extended by templates generated from scratch�

As an example� Fig� �a� shows the implementation of a task� The core de�
scribes the node�s functionality as de�ned in the problem graph� The wrap�
per around the core consists of FSMs that establish data transmission ��
� A
queue implementation has a similar structure and consists of a container that
is wrapped by FSMs for communication and access control� By using these in�
terface objects� di�erent protocols for synchronization and data transfer can
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be supported� Operations on queues may be blocking or non�blocking� O��chip
communication will be asynchronous� driven by handshake signals� This allows
communication between FPGAs running at di�erent clock speeds� Fig� �b� shows
a con�gured template of an SRAM interface with two write channels and one
read channel� A scheduler manages the read�write requests� The access protocols
are handled by FSMs�
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��� Routing and multiplexing

If two communicating tasks are bound to non�adjacent FPGAs� routing tasks
with appropriate interfaces are inserted on intermediate FPGAs� A routing task
acts like a blocking queue with depth one and is totally transparent to the
communicating tasks� In larger systems� there may exist many alternative paths�
In the current version of our tool� we expect that the synthesis tool or the designer
chooses the path�



If the number of available pins that connect two FPGAs is insu�cient to
implement the required communication channels� a multiplexer interface will be
inserted on both FPGAs� Fig� �a� shows a multiplexer template con�gured for
one read and one write channel� The available I�O pins are split into data and
synchronization pins� Incoming communication requests are scheduled by a �xed
priority� the data transfer is initiated by a protocol using the synchronization
lines �see Fig� �b��

��� Intercon�guration communication

Intercon�guration communication arises if two communicating tasks are assigned
to di�erent con�gurations� either on the same FPGA or on di�erent FPGAs� If
the two tasks are mapped onto the same FPGA and no queue has been speci�ed
between them� a partially recon�gurable FPGA is required �case � in Fig� ��
In the current version of our tool� this is not supported� Hence� we assume
that either the designer or the system synthesis tool has inserted a queue of
appropriate depth and mapped this queue to memory �case 	 in Fig� ��
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If the two tasks are assigned to di�erent con�gurations on di�erent FPGAs�
we have to distinguish two cases� In the �rst case� for all the intercon�guration
communication memory�bound queues are inserted �case � in Fig� �� In the sec�
ond case� the queues � if speci�ed at all � are bound to recon�gured FPGAs� This
means� that at least one communication channel will stay open �unconnected�
for a while �case � in Fig� �� Using this technique requires FPGA technology
that allows the physical implementation of open channels� e�g�� tri�state I�O pins
with pull�ups�

The example in Fig� �a� shows a problem speci�cation with three tasks A� B
and C bound to one FPGA� Task A forms con�guration � tasks B and C are
assigned to con�guration �� and the queues are mapped to memory� Each edge
of the task graph crosses exactly one con�guration border� CORES allocates
memory for each of the two queues q� and q� and re�nes the speci�cation graph
by splitting it up into one graph per con�guration and by inserting interface
nodes� The interface nodes I� and I� are inserted into con�guration one and
implement write channels to the memory� In con�guration �� the interface nodes
I� and I� are inserted� which implement read channels� The write and read
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interfaces are parameterized with the addresses of the queues in the memory
and static priorities to resolve simultaneous requests�

The example in Fig� �a� shows a problem speci�cation with task A assigned
to con�guration  of FPGA  and tasks B and C assigned to con�gurations �
and � of FPGA �� respectively� The queue q� is assigned to con�guration  of
FPGA� queue q� to con�guration � of FPGA� �FPGA��s �rst con�guration��
The edges q��B and A�q� cross two con�guration borders� which denotes that
the underlying communication type will have to use an open channel� Again�
CORES allocates memory areas for the queues q� and q� and splits the problem
speci�cation into three graphs containing the necessary interface nodes�

� Design tool �ow
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The input to CORES�HASIS is a problem graph� where the objects have
been mapped to di�erent resources and con�gurations� The design tool �ow
comprises a data �ow view and a control �ow view� The data �ow view describes



the data �ow between the tools and is shown in Fig� �a�� The control �ow view
describes the activation sequence of the associated tools and is shown in Fig� �b��
The �rst two phases of CORES prepare for the code synthesis of the individual
con�gurations� First� communication nodes are inserted including routing nodes
and interface nodes� Second� memory is allocated for the queues� The CORES
main loop takes each con�guration of each FPGA and calls HASIS for communi�
cation synthesis� the code composer to assemble the top entity from all the tasks
functionalities and interfaces� and �nally Synopsys FPGA compiler to generate
the bit stream�

� Case study

As proof of concept� we have implemented a steganography ��
 ��
 application�
A message in form of an ASCII text is hidden within a stream of image data
�see Fig� 	a�� by the Least Signi�cant Bit �LSB� insertion method� The resulting
data stream is then compressed by run�length coding�
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Figure 	b� shows the architecture graph of the target� the PCI�based multi�
FPGA board Pamette from COMPAQ�DEC connected to a PC� The Pamette
contains four FPGAs �FPGA� � � � FPGA�� of type Xilinx XC����� two SRAM
banks �SRAM�� SRAM�� and a number of buses� Fig� 	c� presents the problem
graph for the steganography example� The tasks S �steganography�� C �com�
press�� and the queues q� q�� and q� are su�cient to implement the application�
To increase the throughput we have doubled this processing line� The input data
comes from two tasks running on the PC� V �image stream� and T �text�� which



write images and text to the queues q� q� and q�� q� respectively� The output
streams of the two processing lines are merged by task J �join��

We present results for two di�erent mappings� In the �rst case� a CTR ex�
ample� all tasks � except V and T � and queues are bound to FPGA�� FPGA�
performs routing� In the second case� an RTR example� FPGA� and FPGA
have two con�gurations� FPGA� contains task J� and FPGA� performs routing�
This can be seen in Fig� 	b�� The queue q� is bound to FPGA� all other queues
are mapped to memory� The queues q and q� are of size � ���� queues q�
and q� of size � � ��� and queues q� and q� of size � � ���� Table � summarizes
the number of required CLBs for each FPGA for the RTR and CTR example�
For each FPGA con�guration the number of required CLBs is given� divided
into interfaces �I�� queues �Q�� and tasks �T�� Di�erent con�gurations are sepa�
rated by a comma� the task names are given in parentheses� R��R�� denotes a
����bit routing task�

FPGA � FPGA � FPGA � FPGA �

I ���� �� ������ � �
Q ���� �� � � �RTR
T �� �R���S���� �C� �� �R��R���S���� �C� �� �J� � �R��

I �� 
 � 

Q ��� 
 � 
CTR
T ��� �S�S�C�C�J� 
 � �R�� 

Table �� Amount of required CLBs for each FPGA con�guration

The purpose of this case study was to proof the concepts of communication
synthesis� Hence� the examples were chosen to include a variety of communication
types� by no means these mappings are optimal with respect to performance� The
results in Table � show that for CTR a considerable number of CLBs has been
allocated for the queues� This is necessary� because all queues of the problem
graph are mapped to FPGA�� In the RTR example� the number of interface
CLBs is quite remarkable� This stems from the fact� that for queues mapped
to memory� the interface implements the signaling protocol to the SRAM as
well as the queue management� i�e�� write and read access control� For example�
FPGA in con�guration  implements an interface to SRAM with � channels�
Two of these channels write data from the tasks V and P �via routing tasks�
into SRAM� two channels read the data and feed it into task S� and the last
channel writes the result of tasks S into SRAM�

� Future Work

Future work will include the investigation of system synthesis tasks for RTR�
especially binding and scheduling� Communication synthesis plays an important
role for system synthesis by providing good and reliable estimates for the �nal
implementation� Based on the combined system and communication synthesis�
a more accurate design space exploration for RTR systems will be possible�
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